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Civility 
  

Grades 9-12 
 

Segment Summary: 
 
 
Kevin Vogel, Drew Hindshaw and Walt Camp say popularity and group acceptance are not worth 
the price of being humiliated and hazed. 
 
At Kevin Vogel’s high school, the senior boys paddle the freshmen boys as a rite of passage.  The senior 
girls “dress” the female freshmen in ketchup and pickles and make them participate in “air raids,” where 
the freshmen girls repeatedly fall to the ground and return to a standing position.  Drew Hindshaw 
remembers a hazing incident toward the end of his freshman year, when older students dragged him up 
and down a hill.  And Walt Camp says that the wrestlers on his team pound on the chests of the newest 
team members as a form of initiation.  Hazing incidents like these occur every day in schools all across 
the country.  Kevin and Drew agreed to be hazed because they thought it would help them earn 
popularity points and respect from the upper classmen.  But all they got in return was humiliation.  Walt, 
on the other hand, refuses to participate in the hazing on his wrestling team.  He says that while some 
kids will do anything to be popular, he won’t subject himself to such malicious behavior.  Walt stands firm 
in his conviction that teammates should treat each other with civility instead of humiliating younger 
members before including them in the group. 
 

Discussion Questions: 
 

1. Is hazing uncivil?  Explain. 
2. What motivates people to haze each other?  
3. Have you or anyone you have known ever been the victim of hazing?  What were the 

circumstances?  How did it make you or them feel?   
4. Have you ever participated in a hazing incident or witnessed a person being hazed?  Explain. 
5. Do you think people who are hazed show more loyalty to their teams or organizations?  Why or 

why not?  Are they more disciplined than those who are not hazed?  Explain. 
6. Why is it difficult for students to refuse to participate in hazing?  What are the consequences of 

non-participation? 
7. Is hazing a crime in your state?  Would you report hazing incidents if you found out about them?  

Why or why not? 
8. Do you agree with the statement that hazing is all right as long as no one gets hurt?  Why or why 

not?  What criteria would you use to determine whether or not you were being hazed? 
9. Are certain types of hazing acceptable and other types unacceptable?  Where would you draw 

the line? 
10. Is hazing a problem at your school?  Explain.  Does your school have a policy against hazing?  If 

not, how could you and your classmates help to institute one? 
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 Vocabulary Words and Definitions: 
                             
Accessible (adj.)  
Definition:  being easy to reach, meet or speak with 
Context:  Students prefer school counselors who are easy to talk to and accessible.    
 
Civility (n.)  
Definition:  polite behavior that most people consider normal   
Context:  To ensure that every student gets a chance to voice his or her opinion, Mr. Carmichael 
demands that his students conduct every debate with civility.   
 
Discrimination (n.)  
Definition:  the practice of treating a person or a group differently from another in an unfair way   
Context:  Despite federal laws that protect disabled people from being treated unfairly, discrimination 
against these individuals still exists in the workplace.      
 
Dynamic (adj.)  
Definition:  continuously moving or changing     
Context:  The students created dynamic Web pages that constantly provide users with updated articles 
and photographs about sportsmanship.    
 
Etiquette (n.)  
Definition:  the formal rules for polite behavior in society or in a particular group   
Context:  The standards for etiquette and good manners often change depending on the social situation.       
 
Hazing (n.)  
Definition:  the act of making a person participate in silly or dangerous activities as part of being 
accepted by a particular group   
Context:  Some seniors make incoming freshmen wear their clothes inside out as part of their ritual of 
hazing.   
 
Initiation (n.)  
Definition:  the process of officially introducing a person into a club or group, often including a special 
ceremony   
Context:  Brenda attended a candlelight ceremony as part of her initiation into the honor society.   
 
Malicious (adj.)  
Definition:  showing a desire to harm or hurt a person   
Context:  After Paul’s girlfriend broke up with him, he retaliated by spreading malicious rumors about her 
at school.   
 
Protocol (n.)  
Definition:  the system of rules on the correct and acceptable way to behave in an official situation     
Context:  The protocol for getting the CEO to approve a shipping order changed after the company 
completed its merger.    
 
Replicate (v.)  
Definition:  to do or make something again in order to get the same result or make an exact copy   
Context:  Many students find it difficult to replicate a chemistry experiment in order to get the same 
results.     

 
 
 
 
 

Source:  Longman Advanced American Dictionary.  Harlow:  Pearson Education Limited.  2000.  
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Activity: High School Haze 
 
Objectives:    

Students will be able to  
 Give examples of hazing  
 Categorize acts of hazing and judge the seriousness of each act 
 Discuss the consequences of hazing 
 Generate alternatives to hazing  

 
Materials:     

 Pens, pencils 
 Paper 
 Chalkboard or overhead projector 
 Rites of Passage? worksheet 
 

Procedure:     
 

1. Begin by asking your students to give examples of the ways people are civil or uncivil to each 
other in group settings.   

 
2. Lead a discussion about civility and hazing.  Use the following questions as a guide: 

 
 Have you ever had to behave in such a way that you normally wouldn’t behave in order to 

earn a group’s acceptance and respect? 
 How did having to change your behavior make you feel? 
 Do you believe the group’s members treated you civilly when they demanded that you 

behave a certain way?  
 
3. Share the following examples of hazing with your students, then ask them to explain whether or 

not they believe each scenario is an act of hazing: 
 

 As part of her initiation into the high school choir, Jodie is blindfolded and tied to a chair.  
Then the other choir members pour sour milk and raw eggs over her head. 

 A cheerleading squad demands that its three new members wear red clown noses and 
huge purple bows in their hair every day for two weeks.  The new members must also 
clean the older cheerleaders’ bedrooms and buy their lunch every day during this 
initiation period. 

 Students on the college track team must run three miles after drinking two beers and then 
agree to have their eyebrows shaved off before they can compete in their first track meet.   

 The seniors at a particular school have a tradition of chasing the freshmen after the 
homecoming game and swatting them three times with a paddle. 

 At band camp, older members wake the newcomers in the middle of the night and lead 
them one by one into the woods.  The newcomers must wait in the dark until an older 
member arrives to give them instructions, but no one comes until the next day. 

 Your friends say you can’t hang out with them unless you agree to intimately kiss 
someone else in the group. 
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4. Explain to students that while people think hazing usually occurs at the college level, particularly 
in fraternities and sororities, it can occur in all types of organizations and can affect every age 
group.  Ask students to give some examples of organizations (besides fraternal organizations) 
that might engage in hazing. 
 
Examples:  church groups, vocational groups, social clubs, civic groups, etc. 

 
5. Write the following definitions for the two different types of hazing on the board or overhead, and   

ask students to give examples of each one: 
 

 Subtle hazing:  Actions that go against a group’s accepted standards of conduct, 
behavior and good taste; activities or attitudes directed toward a pledge, or acts that 
ridicule, humiliate or embarrass a person 

 Harassment hazing:  Any actions or behaviors that cause a person to experience 
mental anguish or physical discomfort; any activities directed toward a newcomer in order 
to confuse, frustrate or cause undue stress 

 
6. Distribute the Rites of Passage? worksheet, and instruct students to complete Part 1 

individually. 
 

7. Divide the class into groups of four.  Within each group, have students discuss their individual 
answers to Part 1 of the Rites of Passage? worksheet and then work together to complete Part 2 
of the worksheet.   

 
8. Close the activity by asking a representative from each group to summarize his or her group’s 

discussion for the entire class. 
 

9. Collect one worksheet per group, or collect all of the individual worksheets for your review. 
 
Source:  StopHazing.org.  http://www.stophazing.org/ 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.stophazing.org/
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Rites of Passage? 
 

Name: _________________________ 
 
Part 1 Directions:  Categorize the following scenarios as subtle hazing, harassment hazing or not a form of hazing.  Be 
prepared to explain your answers.  
 

Scenario 
Subtle 
Hazing 

Harassment 
Hazing 

Not Hazing 

Sending newcomers on scavenger hunts for meaningless 
objects 

   

Challenging newcomers to perform demeaning and crude 
skits or poems for stunt or skit nights/events  

   

Requiring newcomers to perform personal services, such as 
carrying books, running errands or performing cooking or 
cleaning duties, for active group members 

   

Requiring newcomers to carry notebooks or paddles at all 
times in order to collect signatures from active group 
members  

   

Questioning newcomers under pressure or using any means 
that places them in uncomfortable positions 

   

Abusing newcomers verbally    
Scaring newcomers with stories about what may happen 
during an initiation 

   

 
 
 
 

 
 
Part 2 Directions:  Discuss the answers you gave in Part 1 of this worksheet with your group members.  Then, work as a 
group to discuss and answer the following questions.  Note the key points and perspectives discussed.  If necessary, use 
additional writing paper to record your group’s comments. 
 

1. What is the difference between hazing and initiation? 
 

2. When you consider acts of hazing, where do you draw the line between a foolish prank and a malicious incident?  
Be specific. 

 

3. Do you think hazing is a rite of passage?  Explain.   
 

4. What are the consequences of hazing?  In your opinion, are there any benefits associated with hazing?  Explain. 
 

5. What criteria would you use to determine whether or not you engaged in hazing or someone hazed you? 
 

6. What is the purpose of hazing?  Will the act of hazing ever “die out”?  Why or why not?   
 

7. Can a person participate in hazing and demonstrate civility at the same time?  Explain.   
 

8. Should hazing be considered a violation of a person’s civil rights, even if he or she willingly agrees to participate? 
 

9. On the back of this worksheet or on your own sheet of paper, generate a group list of activities that organizations 
could plan as alternatives to hazing.  Make sure your list includes at least 10 alternatives. 

 


